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Abstract

In recent years, the U.S. healthcare industry has been active in responding to major reform initiatives and evolving socioeconomic trends. Also, the U.S. healthcare system is vast, complex, and unique among advanced industrialized countries and at the same time the U.S. does not have a uniform health system and healthcare in the United States is provided by many distinct organizations. As a result, the healthcare delivery system is not as reliable as other industries. There is a strong business and clinical requirements to achieve a High Reliability Organization (HRO) status and to generate reliable performance results in healthcare. In this case study, the implementation and integration of an HRO model in healthcare industry in many of the sub-sets of U.S. healthcare delivery system is examined and investigated through case study approach and measurable improvements in the following outcomes: organizational effectiveness, organizational efficiency, customer satisfaction, compliance, documentation, and organizational culture are attained. This case study affirms that HRO model facilitates innovation and promotes performance excellence and accountability in the healthcare industry.

Introduction

As a Baldrige Excellence Performance Board Examiner, the performance results of many companies from different industries including healthcare organizations who apply to the Baldrige Excellence Performance Award are assessed. The majority of these companies have implemented a High Reliability Organization (HRO) model, achieved stellar performance results, and consequently secured high reliability organization status.

The question always comes up is why the healthcare delivery system is not as reliable as other industries and especially like the airline industry? In recent years, healthcare consumers, providers, payers, and other key stakeholders have demanded better patient care and business outcomes and have asked similar questions about achieving a high reliability organization status and reliable performance results [9].

An HRO model is an environment of “collective mindfulness” where all physicians, caregivers, employees, management, and key stakeholders look for, and report, small problems or unsafe conditions before they pose a substantial risk to their patients and when they are easy and affordable to fix. Contemporary literature reveals the implementation of HRO model in clinics and physician-based practices creates improvement in the following outcomes: organizational effectiveness, organizational efficiency, customer satisfaction, compliance, documentation, and organizational culture [9]. Implementing an effective HRO model helps physician practices’ leaders and practitioners design their organizations around anticipating and preventing problems [6].

As the healthcare industry sets its target to improve patient care outcomes and business performance results, it becomes clear this industry needs to invest more resources and effort to catch up to other consumer-based industries with solid track record implementing high reliability organization model. The HRO model is a mission-critical for clinics and physician-based practices to address current healthcare needs and anticipated future requirements [20]. Achieving consistent and reliable patient care outcomes and sustainable business performance results should be a shared vision and a common destiny.

In recent years, the U.S. healthcare industry has been active in responding to major reform initiatives and evolving socioeconomic trends. These initiatives and trends range from the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), Accountable Care Organization (ACO), population health, bundled payment system, patient safety, the transition to value-based reimbursement, to the rise of healthcare consumerism and increasing complexity in clinical care climate [24]. These significant forces are leading Healthcare Organizations (HCOS) including physician practices and clinics to seek better medical care coordination inside and outside their walls. These entities have learned they can benefit tremendously from embracing high reliability organization model to manage these forces and trends and addressing anticipated needs. The critical goal for clinics and physician-based practices is to ensure they are doing everything they can to improve outcomes and experiences for patients, their families, communities, and key stakeholders [27].
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In this case study, the HRO model and its relevance to healthcare industry will be introduced. An in-depth analysis of how HRO model facilitates innovation and promotes performance excellence in the healthcare industry will be covered. Also, this paper will assess the path forward to HRO Model implementation and transformation in the healthcare industry and the risks and roadblocks that may impact how healthcare organizations use HRO model to deliver reliable, quality, and value patient care services. Finally, this paper will review the resources available to promote and implement HRO and how future trends in healthcare will shape the HRO model.

Discussion

HRO Definition and the Contemporary HRO Model

What is High Reliability Organization (HRO)? Karl Weick and Kathleen Sutcliffe, who were the pioneers in HRO research, design, and implementation, provided the most compelling depiction of how high-reliability organizations can stay safe, and why they have become a model for performance, excellence, reliability, and sustainability [9]. Their definition of HRO describes an environment of “collective mindfulness” where all employees, management, and stakeholders look for, and report, small problems or unsafe conditions before they pose a substantial risk to their organizations and when they are easy and affordable to fix. These organizations rarely, if ever, have significant accidents. They prize the identification of errors and close calls for the lessons they can extract from a careful analysis of what occurred before these events (see HRO model principles presented in Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: HRO Model</th>
<th>Explanation and Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preoccupations with failure</td>
<td>Embrace failures and weak signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance to simplify</td>
<td>Categories unavoidable, but carried lightly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity to operations</td>
<td>Recognize accidents are not results of 1 error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to organization resilience</td>
<td>Identify, control, and recover from errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deference to qualified and relevant expertise</td>
<td>Encourage communication from all levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These HRO principles point to specific weaknesses in safety protocols or procedures that can be remedied to reduce and manage the risk of future failures. Shouldn’t healthcare organizations follow this model as well? Over many years, HRO has inspired hospitals, clinics, and other healthcare organizations to excel in providing safe and effective care of the highest quality. For example, many of these organizations have earned and maintained The Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval™, a symbol of quality recognized nationwide and reflects an organization’s commitment to meeting demanding performance standards. The road to high reliability status is an ongoing journey. It is a commitment to patient safety and the way healthcare providers deliver quality healthcare [15].

Comparison of Reliability and Performance Outcomes in Different Industries

Clinical-based Comparison

To understand the value proposition of HRO and its impact on an organization’s performance results in today’s complex clinical and business environments, a comparison of reliability outcomes between healthcare and other industries such as the airline industry illustrates the critical need for an HRO model.

In a recent Senate hearing, a 2014 patient safety study was cited as preventable medical errors persist as the number three killer in the U.S. – third only to heart disease and cancer – claiming the lives of some 400,000 people each year [2]. Do the airline and healthcare industries have similar outcomes? Despite several high-profile airline accidents, the year 2014, turned out to be a very safe year for commercial aviation, according to recently published aviation safety data. Most airline accidents in 2014 involved cargo flights (10) and passenger flights (8). Given the expected worldwide air traffic of 33,000,000 flights a year, the accident rate is one fatal passenger flight accident per 4,125,000 flights [1]. Obviously, the difference in reliability outcomes between the two industries is significant, and it should compel healthcare organizations and their leaders to consider what types of evidence-based models and strategies to use to address critical healthcare issues. Implementing a high reliability organization model is essential to address complex clinical and business challenges and opportunities [5].

Business-based Comparison

The example above focused only on the clinical outcomes of the healthcare industry, but a closer assessment of the business and operational outcomes is also warranted. Here is another aspect of the healthcare industry’s unreliable business practices and weak outcomes. The Institute of Medicine in its 2011 landmark report “Better Care at Lower Cost,” pointed out at least $750 billion of the total national healthcare budget of $2.7 trillion or 27 percent represents waste [14]. This significant waste figure is the result of poorly coordinated medical care, repeated and avoidable hospital readmissions, fragmented and costly IT infrastructure, poorly designed reimbursement models that reward volume rather than value, lack of transparency and accountability, antiquated patient flow protocols, and unreliable and outdated operations infrastructures. It is widely believed the $750 billion is higher today than a few years ago as the total national healthcare spending in 2015 was close to $4 trillion [25].

Recently released data from different government and private sources show an increasing number health systems, rural hospitals, clinics and physicians based practices, and academic medical centers face significant financial challenges [26]. On the contrary, the recent two years for the airline industry were the
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most profitable ever. Again, shouldn’t healthcare organizations consider implementing HRO model to cut waste, improve business performance outcomes, and to enhance the financial position and viability?

Healthcare Industry in a Dynamic Transformation

The US Economy and Healthcare Industry are in Transition. In the last decade, the U.S. economy and society have been in a historic transformation phase and undergoing significant structural changes. New technologies, the rise of globalization, aging population and baby boomers, and the increase of consumerism are examples of these major structural changes. The healthcare industry also is no exception, and it has been going through a constant transition and dynamic change. When facing the challenge and vast opportunity, healthcare organizations not only must contend with new demanding incremental demographic shifts that profoundly modify and impact the population’s health status, but also with rising healthcare consumerism and expectations [19]. The healthcare industry never in its history has it seen such a significant disruption of its clinical and business processes by embracing new technologies and clinical advances in its day-to-day operations.

As the U.S. economy transitions itself due to emerging business, population, socioeconomic and political trends and forces, many industries have successfully developed sustainable, reliable, and systematic strategic and operational plans to cope with these evolving trends and forces. The airline industry after the 9/11 attacks in 2001 and the great economic recession of 2009 has successfully been able to survive and thrive. This industry successfully managed to address complex operational, logistical, security, and resources demands despite the fact of facing challenging business conditions, complex and costly government mandates and regulations, and global competitive forces. At the same time, no one can ignore the fact the healthcare industry has made noticeable strides and improvements over the last decade. However, the results achieved do not quite simply justify or support the investment, resources, and efforts made. In other words, the healthcare industry is not where it should be when it comes to being a high reliability industry [29].

Transformation Implications

Currently, the healthcare industry including physician practices and integrated health systems are going through dynamic transition moving from volume to value-based reimbursement system and promoting population healthcare delivery model [28]. In clinics and physician practices, the overarching goal for providers must be improving the value proposition for patients, where the value is defined as the health outcomes achieved matter to patients relative to the cost of reaching those clinical outcomes [27].

Under this transition, the current White House administration is embracing a vision for the future of the healthcare industry and in particular the Medicare program by committing to clear goals and a timeline for shifting Medicare payments from volume-to-value. It is predicted the new administration in the White House after the 2016 election will continue this commitment. In this environment, medical providers need a reliable strategy to transcend traditional cost reduction approaches and responds to new payment models. If providers can improve and sustain patient outcomes, they can sustain or grow their market share. If they can improve the efficiency and reliability of providing excellent medical care, they will enter any contracting discussion from a position of competitive strength [19]. Those providers who improve value will be the most competitive. Clinics, physician-based practices, and integrated health systems that fail to enhance value proposition, no matter how prestigious and influential they seem today, are likely to encounter growing competitive pressure and challenges [24].

To leverage this impactful change and to manage its requirements, healthcare providers should embrace HRO model [11]. It is believed healthcare organizations and their leaders need to do more to change the status quo and to become high reliable organizations and to learn best practices from other industries that have achieved consistent reliability and performance results. The airline industry has worked tirelessly on these problems (delays, over-processing, redundant work, poor inventory management, inefficient transport, cost overruns, overproduction, and defects that cause harm and re-work) for decades. Although its operations and flow patterns are significantly less complex than healthcare, it has mastered basic elements where healthcare industry can learn from to give it a jump-start on mastering and managing a difficult but necessary components of operational design that will lead to reliable and improved outcomes at lower costs. i.e., value-based proposition [25].

Analysis

Embracing HRO Model Facilitates Innovation in the Healthcare Industry

Innovation is an essential component of high reliability organization’s DNA, and it is critical to sustaining integrated health systems as healthcare moves from volume to value [4]. Integrated healthcare delivery systems see their implementation of HRO model as a conduit to promote innovation as an essential component of their corporate strategy and long-term survival. These systems have leveraged their clinical and technological expertise and know-how to develop innovative healthcare services and implement best clinical and business practices and programs [3].

The case calling for the healthcare industry to embrace HRO model and innovation is starting to pay off in meaningful and incremental successes. These successes in recent years affirm the establishment of the relationships between Weick and Sutcliffe’s HRO principles and desired clinical and business behaviors of healthcare providers. Some of these practices and examples about the HRO principles are presented below in (Table 2).
Intermountain Healthcare is a non-profit healthcare system and is the largest healthcare provider in the Intermountain West, used HRO techniques to redefine value. They used “Hot-spotting”-identifying high-risk patients through medical data and helping them to stay out of the hospital setting. So did medical home primary care, multispecialty clinics for patients and integrating behavioral health into primary care. Helping patients to manage diabetes and high blood pressures better by integrating pharmacy, nutrition and lifestyle coaching into primary care, generated some of the biggest savings for Intermountain.

By focusing on bedside shift reports and improving communication with patients, providers, among other things, nurses at seven Washington state hospitals and clinics were able to make a significant impact in the work they do. The American Association of Critical-Care Nurses recently reported the result from its Clinical Scene Investigator Academy, a 16-month, team-based program to encourage RNs as leaders and change champions in their clinics. Among the success, those involved in the program were able to decrease medication errors, eliminate patient’s falls, and increase patient mobility, with a projected cost saving of almost $570,000.00.

For HRO model to deliver the desired performance results healthcare systems and clinics must have in place capable and robust IT structures to facilitate clinical data exchanges between providers and other stakeholders [9]. These days the diversity of information systems in healthcare delivery setting presents challenges to patient data sharing. Interoperability among disparate vendor applications remains one of the most significant roadblocks to providing continuity of care across the clinical setting [28]. These roadblocks are driven by many complex issues including the lack of clinical IT standards, high integration costs for physician practices and other non-acute services, and lack of electronic health record automation in nursing homes and urgent care centers. The American Hospital Association (AHA) Report: “Why Interoperability matters, 2015,” indicates increasing number of integrated health systems starting to set up standards to share information for care coordination with nonaffiliated ambulatory providers. Many of these health systems are HRO adopters and in their pursuit of information sharing, they have implemented systematic protocols and standards to facilitate clinical data exchange.

UPMC, the well-known Pittsburgh-based healthcare network, is committed to HRO model as it leverages its investments to improve patient outcomes, increase efficiency, reliability, and quality, and to reduce healthcare costs. The commitment to HRO model is a mission-critical innovation and it is expected to shape behaviors for the rising risk population. UPMC is expected to go live soon with a substantial enhancement to its telehealth program. UPMC will deploy a comprehensive cloud-based platform to facilitate virtual care visits to those with chronic diseases.

The Advocate Healthcare, faith-based, the not-for-profit health system based in Downers Grove, Illinois, has operated as a value-based medical care organization for several years. This integrated system is moving from fee-for-service revenue models to value-based reimbursement and leading Advocate toward adopting sophisticated clinical data exchanges and analytics systems to quantify quality measures and track process improvement. The Advocate had a big problem with siloed and fragmented data spread across many EHR systems that did not integrate well together. With the goal of becoming a high reliable organization, Advocate was motivated to improve patient care and control costs and decided to invest in partnership with a national healthcare information technology vendor and set up a cloud-based analytics platform to integrate data from all the EHRs within Advocate’s existing information technology infrastructure.

**Embracing HRO Promotes Performance Excellence in the Healthcare Industry**

For most healthcare systems, reducing patients’ readmissions and tracking care transitions are central focus targets as these systems work diligently to improve clinical outcomes, enhance the patient experience, and to reduce overall costs [30]. High reliability organizations such as the Hartford HealthCare, a large tertiary-care teaching hospital system in Hartford, Connecticut, is investing significant resources and effort addressing reducing readmissions and transition in care. In healthcare no two patients are identical, and it is important to consider and treat every patient’s unique health needs, risks, social determinates of health.
community and other factors [17]. Knowing a particular patient to focus on and how is a true challenge. Healthcare delivery system is also fragmented, so being able to share information as patients transition between medical care settings is paramount [13]. To help improve care transition and, ultimately, reduce readmissions, the Hartford HealthCare implemented advanced clinical decision support software system to track results.

Leaders of Hartford HealthCare system formed a cross-functional team. These teams included nurses, physicians, case managers, social workers, clinical trainers, business executives and informational technologists from across the organization. The team main task was to ensure the new clinical decision support system tracks and evaluates existing clinical and patient care workflows. Adopting this strategy have allowed Hartford HealthCare to reap many strategic benefits ranging from improved discharge planning achieving and improving population health management outcomes. This high reliability organization component implemented at this system has served as the catalyst for a cultural shift that resulted in an improved, streamlined care transition process and less variation across the system. These benefits will be the underpinning of high reliability organization's success in managing population health needs, improving outcomes, and controlling overall healthcare costs [2].

HRO model adoption not only creates an opportunity for innovation in technology, data analytics, and IT infrastructure but also promotes innovation opportunities in many other areas of the healthcare delivery ecosystem [25]. In recent years, increasing number of outpatient facilities has embraced Lean design to improve patient throughput. Porter and Lee delineate nowadays in an ambulatory care setting what it was done in the outpatient arena is what it used to be done 10 years ago in an inpatient setting [24]. As ambulatory care has flourished, the U.S. healthcare market has focused increasingly on efficiency and the patient experience. Health systems implementing HRO model are building ambulatory care facilities throughout their communities, rather than just on the main hospital campus—as patient convenience and a healthcare organization’s visibility in the community are now key factors in choosing preferred ambulatory care sites [29]. Off-site ambulatory facilities also can make health and wellness services more accessible to patients, improve the reliability of patient care delivery, and increase patient satisfaction. Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia has built ambulatory clinics off the main campus to improve the patient care experience and takes away patients’ anxiety of going to the main hospital campus.

While many healthcare systems have pursued a strategy of providing community-based care in a more accessible, convenient and less intimidating environment, implementing HRO model has also provided health systems, clinics, and physician practices the opportunity to focus on facility design and patient care experience [7]. These organizations conduct extensive research to listen to patients and customers and understand how they interact with and perceive healthcare spaces, how healthcare providers apply treatments, therapies, and procedures, and how to standardize clinical spaces within buildings and across their institutions in different site locations and settings. The reason is, these systems are now having their staff travel from location to location. Therefore, a standardized clinic module can support a variety of specialties and is easy for people who work at multiple sites to navigate [17]. Many clinic rooms are now designed for efficient and comfortable care. They are built both for exams and consultations, so patients and physicians do not have to move to another room for a consult.

As payment shifts to value-based models, increasing number of healthcare organizations will pursue lower-cost settings more aggressively than before while employing creative approaches to distributing and delivering medical care [22]. Every healthcare system attempting to start a new medical facility should utilize Lean methodology [7]. Not only does the process help organizations design efficient operational workflows and the necessary auxiliary facilities to support them, but it also stresses continuous improvement and support of HRO model [27]. The St. Louis Children’s Specialty Care Center is one of the only of few stand-alone, comprehensive outpatient facilities in the U.S. focused exclusively on patients up to the age of 21 and it is 12 miles from the main St. Louis Children’s Hospital campus in a suburban area. This center is an example of how HRO model can foster innovation to provide comprehensive community-based care in a more accessible, convenient, and more welcoming environment.

The HRO model implementation impact is reaching beyond the basic clinical care setting to medical insurance payers integrated across the entire continuum of medical care. The Accountable Care Organization transformation in recent year has given these insurance payers the opportunity to work directly and collaboratively with hospitals and physician practices in each community. This collaborative effort critical in supporting practice transformation from a reactive model of patient care to a proactively accountable care, analyzing population data to measure, monitor, and manage the healthcare of patients and present results and outcomes to these organizations [9]. United Healthcare Accountable Care Practice consultants and teams work collaboratively and directly with various healthcare systems and physician practices to improve access to medical care. They use practice level population data to analyze overall capacity/demand for appointment and visits patterns by practice clinic site and assist the practice leadership to implement process improvement to reach mutual goals and improve patient access. These teams help hospitals reduce inappropriate ER use by using the hospital’s Admission, Discharge, and Transfer (ADT) and daily ER data to analyze trends and outliers and work with all community partners to implement proactive strategies to address issues, and measure impact using Rapid Cycle Improvement, PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) approach.

These teams engage and coordinate with hospitals’ clinical care teams to reduce avoidable admissions and readmissions by tracking and managing medical care transitions of all discharges and ensure follow-up with Primary Care Physicians (PCPs) and or specialists within seven days. These teams use predictive modeling analysis of practice population to improve the medical care of high-risk patients and assist practices in identifying
cohort of high-risk health home patients for focused and enhanced improvement initiatives.

Also, United Healthcare clinical teams and consultants support various healthcare systems and practices in implementing process improvements to assist the practice in becoming a certified Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH). This is another valuable HRO approach leveraged where United Healthcare engages with many health systems by assisting them in creating workflows to optimize care delivery, introducing best practices improvements, and evaluating outcomes using rapid cycle improvement PDCA method.

Assessment

Health systems, physician practices, and clinics in the United States are facing now and going forward an unparalleled force to change, to become safer and more efficient [8]. Creating a safe and high reliability environment requires healthcare leaders recognize safety should be the root cause of achieving efficiency, reliability, and effectiveness. If the inverse of this relationship exists, the likelihood of creating unsafe yet highly efficient processes increases. Only if safety is the starting point can the correlations among safety, efficiency, and effectiveness remain positive [30].

The Path Forward to HRO Model Implementation and Transformation

A healthcare organization whether it is an integrated health system, clinic, or physician practice is a complex environment setting that brings together a wide range of people with diverse needs, skills, and expectations [24]. Many clinics and physician practices are microcosms of their communities, and this leaves a significant opportunity for risk as well as for making sure medical practice issues go right and do not cause patient care adverse outcomes. Clearly, this is why HRO model matters because patient’s safety initiatives are everybody’s business, and it is the cornerstone of the HRO model in the healthcare industry [31].

The National Patient Safety Foundation’s recent report, “Free from Harm: Accelerating Patient Safety Improvement Fifteen Years after “To Err Is Human,” proposed greater oversight, communication, funding, and support to help improve patient safety and the reliability of patient care delivery models. Integrated health systems and clinics can make substantial progress toward high reliability organization model by undertaking several specific organizational change initiatives. The leaders of these organizations must continually challenge and improve upon themselves and how they respond to reliability and performance concerns. This improvement will ultimately drive a shared sense of resilience throughout the organization [27].

Managing Risks and Roadblocks

Implementing HRO model comes with a set of common roadblocks and challenges identified by all the organizations pursuing high reliability [20]. Healthcare organizations and their leaders must develop robust and sustainable capabilities to manage these challenges as many of these characteristics provided below need to exist in the average healthcare setting.

Hypercomplexity

HROs exist in complex and demanding environments, and they depend on using qualified multi-team clinical and business systems to coordinate for safety and patient and employees well-being. The safety of a hospitalized patient depends primarily on the effective coordination of care providers such as physicians, nurses, pharmacists, medical technicians, technicians who maintain equipment, support staff who provide meals and maintain the physical environment, and others [26].

Tight coupling

HROs consist of tightly coupled teams. These teams depend primarily on tasks performed across their team [2]. For example, a safe surgery in an acute facility or day-surgery center depends on the ability of nurses, technicians, the surgery team, housekeeping, and transport to coordinate their efforts so the patient arrives in surgery at the right time, with the proper preparation, and with the right supplies available for the operation to proceed smoothly. Every healthcare leader recognizes this coordination is critical but is often far from perfect.

Extreme hierarchical differentiation

In HROs, roles are clearly differentiated and defined. Intensive coordination efforts are needed to keep members of the teams working cohesively and continuously. During times of crisis, however, decision making is deferred to the most knowledgeable staff in the medical care or business team, regardless of their position in the organization [9].

Multiple decision makers in a complex communication network

HROs consist of many decision makers working to make significant, interconnected decisions. Like all clinics and hospitals, HROs must develop systematic processes to allow these decision makers to communicate effectively with each other [11].

High degree of accountability

HROs have a high level of accountability when an error occurs, it has severe consequences [2]. In this respect, health systems and clinics differ somewhat from many traditional HROs, because medical errors and adverse clinical events tend to affect a single patient or group of patients rather than large groups of people at once. Moreover, despite flawless care, patients in medical setting do die, so distinguishing those whose deaths were inevitable from those whose deaths the hospital or clinic could have averted is not easy [20].

Need for frequent and immediate feedback

HROs exist in industries where team members must receive frequent and regular feedback at all times. This feedback and the opportunity to make continuous adjustments and improvement based on it are essential to anticipate and avert potential problems and adverse events before they become crises.

Health systems and clinics employee large numbers of staff...
and utilize expensive physical resources. Providing this type of feedback to staff and for them to function as an HRO, they need responsive clinical and business systems in place and a mindset to allow multiple stakeholders to receive and respond to relevant feedback, rather than being overwhelmed by information [13].

Compressed time constraints

Time constraints are common to many industries, including healthcare. In HROs, the systems and culture allow staff and teams to identify when they lack time to complete all needed tasks reliably and obtain additional assistance [5]. Hospitals and clinics face the same challenge but do not always have staff with the appropriate resources and training needed to maintain high reliability status when confronted with a significant time constraint.

Implementing HRO is a Mission Critical

The implementation of HRO model must be mission-critical for the healthcare organization, and it must be led by the CEO, who is the primary stakeholder one who can drive the necessary change mandate across an organization [10]. The CEO needs help in getting an outside-in view: the riskiest situation is to think HRO transformation in the vacuum of an environment that healthcare organizations have already known. It should be acknowledged the path to implementing HRO is challenging for many healthcare organizations. Many of these organizations face daunting roadblocks. However, let’s imagine what the costs will be if HRO model is not implemented.

Change Management Drives Successful HRO Implementation

The biggest mistake is underestimating the magnitude of the change required to implement HRO model. Culture change must start at the top because while there are now in the organization successful executives and leaders thriving at managing in a certain way, this way may not make the organization successful in the future [20]. The implementation of an HRO model begins with defining a strategy, but it does not end there. HRO implementation extends from strategy development through execution—in the process to realize sustainable competitive advantage and to generate measurable results [10].

The Kotter’s 8-Step Process for Leading Change presented in Table 3 serves an effective conduit for leaders and organizations trying to transform or execute their strategies [18]. Both the initial Leading Change 8-Step Process (1996) and Accelerate 8-Step Process (2014) models can serve the needs of the healthcare industry to facilitate and implement HRO model. By applying the Kotter’s 8-step Process, healthcare leaders and organizations should gain unprecedented decision-making authority and leverage, the risks of doing so, and the rewards of an exponentially more efficient and more resilient organization.

### Table 3: Kotter 8-Step Process for Leading Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respond to or affect episodic change in rigid, finite, and sequential ways</td>
<td>Run the steps concurrently and continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive change with a small, powerful core group</td>
<td>Form a large volunteer army from up, down and across the organization to serve as the change engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function within a traditional hierarchy</td>
<td>Function in a network flexibly and agilely outside, but in conjunction with, a traditional hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on doing one new thing very well in a linear fashion over time</td>
<td>Constantly seek opportunities, identify initiatives to capitalize on them, and complete them quickly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Future of HRO

Many healthcare industry experts have projected multiple and intersecting pressures will drive the transformation of the healthcare delivery system to focus on quality, reliability, and safety and transitioning from volume to value-based payments over the next decade [28]. In the current regulatory and business environments, health systems and clinics must focus their efforts and limited resources on promoting performance initiatives that are essential in the short term, and this will also remain critical for long-term success. In recent years, an increasing number of health systems and large size clinics are investing additional resources to pursue must-do strategies to succeed in the Future [25]. The strategy of pursuing HRO is a critical one to support the core organizational competencies many healthcare organizations should establish to remain successful and competitive in this time of sweeping change [21].

Predictive Medicine and Big Data

In recent years, the increasing role of Health Information Technology (HIT), big data, and predictive analytics in healthcare has been instrumental in implementing HRO model [9]. HIT has allowed health systems and their integrated clinics to leverage clinical data to more precisely monitor their systems of care, the dispensing of medications to patients, and the amount of system waste [28]. These data have focused attention on the frequency with an ideal care is not provided to patients. HIT has also impacted clinics in another way. Clinics embracing HIT systems have found automating flawed systems can make their operations less efficient rather than more. Therefore, making HIT systems reliable before they are automated has become a priority [12].

Integrated health systems can leverage data analytics to make significant improvements in clinical and business outcomes [25]. Recent findings have indicated the rapid growth of predictive analytics enables health systems and clinics to spot trends from

avoidable patient readmissions to staffing and physical resources needs. Predictive analytics enabled the Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital (RWJUH) and its many clinics in 2016 to save $10 million using workforce analytics by addressing staff issues and increasing employee engagement. Also, RWJUH has also increased employee engagement and reduced staffing issues without layoffs. This health system needed and used clinical and business data to help in many areas such as improving operations, making evidence-based decisions and taking the most appropriate action, and eventually implementing an effective HRO model.

Valuable Resources for HRO Implementation

Health systems and clinics can leverage many available resources to initiate and implement HRO. The Joint Commission’s (www.jointcommission.org) knowledge of healthcare organizations with practitioner knowledge gained from the industry literature, experts in high-reliability industries, and leading safety scholars outside healthcare industry offers healthcare organizations evidence-based foundation to develop a conceptual and practical framework for assessing their readiness for and progress toward high reliability [16].

Also of an added value for healthcare organizations attempting to implement HRO is to consider the Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence, Core Values and Concepts, and Guidelines for evaluating an organization’s processes and results (www.nist.gov/baldrige/). The recent updated Baldrige Criteria Program features a renewed focus on managing all of the components of the organization as a unified whole; managing change; and dealing with data analytics, data integrity, and cyber security. The ratio of the Baldrige Program’s benefits for the U.S. economy to its costs is estimated at 820 to 1. Many healthcare organizations that employ the Baldrige Criteria outperform their non-Baldrige peer systems by achieving faster 5-year performance improvement than peers. Whether used as guidance in establishing an integrated performance management system or for self-assessing progress or benchmark purposes the Baldrige Criteria Program is about helping healthcare organizations, no matter what size or type, innovate, improve, and become Reliable [23].

Conclusion

In conclusion, there is a well established strategic need or healthcare providers (hospitals, physician practices, and clinics) to make evidence-based changes to become successful operations and functions to become recognized as high reliability organizations. In the U.S. healthcare industry there many Integrated Health Systems (IHS) that operate complex vertical and horizontal sub-systems such as hospitals, physician practices, ambulatory care, specialty hospitals and surgical centers, nursing homes and assisted living facilities. These IHS need to leverage its pioneering and innovative work in clinical process improvement and advanced information system technology, data analytics, and operation infrastructure capabilities to implement HRO model and to transform itself.

In this case study, we learned that implementing evidence-based HRO model has many strategic and tactical benefits and it could serve as a successful model for healthcare systems transformation and innovation across the country. The roads to success in HROs depend on dedicated and relentless leadership that puts quality, safety, and excellence as the central focus of strategic success. Health systems like Intermountain, UPMC, Cleveland Clinic, RWJUH, and others have revamped clinical and business operations throughout the care delivery ecosystem. Empirical research and lessons learned from the practitioner setting have shown HRO model is beginning to provide insight into the context of medical care to influence reliability [29]. This insight has been instrumental for healthcare organizations to tie organizational results back to their purpose and worthwhile work; these organizations more than ever before are inspired to achieve great results and become highly reliable.
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